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Migratory bird populations may be limited during one or more seasons, and thus at one or more places, but there is a dearth of empirical examples of this possibility. We analyse seasonal survival in a migratory shellfish-eating shorebird (red knot *Calidris canutus islandica*) during a series of years of intense food limitation on the nonbreeding grounds (due to overfishing of shellfish stocks), followed by a relaxation period when destructive harvesting had stopped and food stocks for red knots recovered. For the estimation of seasonal survival from the 15 yr-long near-continuous capture–resight dataset, we introduce a ‘rolling window’ approach for data exploration, followed by selection of the best season definition. The average annual apparent survival over all the years was 0.81 yr$^{-1}$. During the limitation period, survival probability of adult red knots was low in winter (0.78 yr$^{-1}$), but this was compensated by high survival in summer (0.91 yr$^{-1}$). During the relaxation period survival rate levelled out with a winter value of 0.81 yr$^{-1}$ and a summer survival of 0.82 yr$^{-1}$. The fact that during the cockle-dredging period the dip in survival in winter was completely compensated by higher survival later in the annual cycle suggests sequential density dependence. We conclude that seasonal compensation in local survival (in concert with movements to areas apparently below carrying capacity) allowed the *islandica* population as a whole to cope, in 1998–2003, with the loss of half of the suitable feeding habitat in part of the nonbreeding range, the western Dutch Wadden Sea. As a more general point, we see no reason why inter-seasonal density dependence should not be ubiquitous in wildlife populations, though its limits and magnitude will depend on the specific ecological contexts. We elaborate the possibility that with time, and in stable environments, seasonal mortality evolves so that differences in mortality rates between seasons would become erased.

Predicting responses of wildlife populations to habitat change and loss requires an understanding of the regulation of these populations (Faaborg et al. 2010). It is widely accepted that density dependence with a negative feedback loop between successive life-cycle events is a key regulator (see Herrando-Pérez et al. 2012 for a review). Two periods of the life-cycle are considered important for natural regulation of populations: 1) reproduction during the breeding season and 2) overwinter survival; the two may act sequentially through density-dependent regulation (Fretwell 1972). In seasonally migrating animals interactions between the summer and winter seasons not only connect distinct events in time, but also in space. For example, populations of migrant birds represent systems that involve annual movements between the areas of reproduction and survival, i.e. between the breeding and wintering areas (Alerstam and Högstedt 1982, Alerstam 1990).

Historically, the question how migratory birds respond to changes in the seasonal sequence of environments used, started with an exploration of whether the seasonal elimination of animals (‘harvest’, which is mostly density-independent) during one season would lead to compensation in the form of higher survival later on (Anderson and Burnham 1976, Burnham and Anderson 1984, Kokko and Lindström 1998, Boyce et al. 1999). This research showed that the density-independent mortality induced by harvests may indeed be completely compensated by density-dependent regulation during the next season. If density-independent mortality is indeed compensated, then populations should also compensate density-dependent losses during previous population-limiting season. The first theoretical model exploring the relevant responses for a migratory bird population was developed by Dolman and Sutherland (1995). The model analysed consequences of loss of winter habitat and showed that compensation will happen (at least partially) when the population is limited at the step where it has lost habitat and at the next (compensating) step. Thus, the population must have at least two sequential density-dependent regulators in order for it to compensate for habitat loss. Runge and Marra (2005) additionally incorporated seasonal
carry-over effects, i.e. the individual level seasonal interactions (Norris et al. 2004, Norris 2005), and concluded that such carry-over effects weaken the density-dependent compensation. Both these population model exercises agree that a prevalence of either wintering- or breeding-ground limitation depends on population parameters such as the strength and shape of density dependence at each season, the densities of animals, and adult and juvenile survival; these are all parameters that have to be estimated in real populations. However, their estimation is daunting and this may explain the scarcity of empirical studies (but see Schaub et al. 2012, Lok et al. 2013, Oppel et al. 2014, Tempel et al. 2014).

Starting with Fretwell's two-season model (Fretwell 1972), there seem to be agreement on the assumption that reproduction takes place only in summer (which is generally true for iteroparous animals), whereas mortality only happens in winter (which is unlikely ever to be true). Current statistical methods allow the estimation of survival in wild animals not only on an annual, but also on a seasonal basis, so one might test whether sequential density dependence operates at the level of seasonal survival. In this contribution we have asked ourselves whether there is a sequential density dependence in the survival rates of a migratory bird throughout the year, and if there is, then how and where it could operate?

Equilibrium populations under stable conditions do not show changes in density and thereby make it impossible to assess density dependence. One of the solutions is to study a fast growing population (Lok et al. 2013). Another possibility, adopted here, is to focus on a population during a period of serious limitation. We analysed the capture–resight data of the islandica population of red knots Calidris canutus (hereafter 'knot') during a series of years of food shortage on the wintering grounds followed by a period of recovery of these food stocks. These knots breed in the High Arctic of Greenland and north-eastern Canada and winter in coastal areas in north-western Europe (Davidson and Wilson 1992, Piersma et al. 2005, Buehler and Piersma 2008, Fig. 1). Some knots return from the tundra breeding grounds to Europe in nonstop flights, whilst others first stage in Iceland (Dietz et al. 2010). During the 'winter' season, which lasts from early August until late April, knots remain in coastal areas in the UK, the Netherlands, France, Germany and Denmark (Davidson 2002, Quaintenne et al. 2011). Immediately after arrival on the wintering grounds knots undergo a complete feather moult (Boere 1976, Dietz et al. 2013). In May, en route to the breeding grounds, knots stop to refuel either in northern Norway or in Iceland (Davidson and Wilson 1992, Wilson et al. 2009).

The data were collected from 1998 to 2013 and we distinguished two periods. From 1998 to 2002, in the core study area, the western Dutch Wadden Sea, knots experienced the effects of destructive dredging for edible cockles Cerastoderma edule (Piersma et al. 2002, Kraan et al. 2007, 2010, Eriksson et al. 2010). Mechanical cockle-dredging led to a decline of the numbers of red knots using this area of at least 25% during five years (van Gils et al. 2006, Kraan et al. 2009). In 2003 mechanical cockle-dredging stopped, after which food stocks began to recover (Compton et al. 2013, W. Bodnar et al. pers. comm.). Here we consider the temporary loss of up to 55% of the intertidal habitat suitable for feeding in 1998–2002 (Kraan et al. 2009), followed by recovery, as a large scale experiment to test the presence of sequential density-dependent regulation in a migrating bird.

If a population of red knots experiences sequential density dependence in survival rates, we should observe the following. During the period of intense-cockle dredging they would experience severe limitation after arrival on the wintering grounds to then die or emigrate (this will be the first density-dependent event). With the loss of many individuals in winter, the population will come to the summer season in significantly lower numbers. Thus, if the population is regulated also in summer, there will be lower density-dependent pressure (second density-dependent event), which will make survival during summer season high. Overall apparent survival may thus actually be unaffected by shellfish-dredging if it happens within certain boundaries of seasonal compensation.

The existence of seasonal compensation and sequential density-dependence in knot will thus be characterized by the following predictions: 1) there will be a density-dependent response in lower apparent survival in winter during the dredging period; 2) density dependence in summer will compensate for winter loss by a higher apparent survival during the limitation period; 3) the red knot population is likely to show no difference in annual apparent survival rate between the limitation and relaxation periods.

**Methods**

**Capture–resight data**

We individually colour-ringed knots in the western Dutch Wadden Sea (53.25°N, 5.25°E) in 1998–2013 (Table 1). Birds were captured using mist nets placed in the flight lines towards or from high-tide roosts mostly around the islets Griend and Richel. We made efforts to resight marked individuals throughout the entire non-breeding season.
Table 1. Distribution of adult red knot captures and unique individuals resighted across years and months (pooled over years) of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Captured</th>
<th>Resighted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'98</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'99</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'00</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'01</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'02</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'04</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'05</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'06</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'07</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'08</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'09</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'11</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'12</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'13</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Captured</th>
<th>Resighted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Models of yearly apparent survival of *canutus* red knot. Note: time since marking (TSM) class has two levels – ‘first year after marking’ and ‘other years’. The results are adjusted for overdispersion of 1.11 (see ‘Analysis’). a Deviance = 1326.5; b Quasi corrected Akaike information criterion (QAICc) = 9333.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Δ deviance</th>
<th>Δ QAICc</th>
<th>Model weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass + year)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0a</td>
<td>0a</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass + 3_periods)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass + 2_periods)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass + year)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>133.32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Φ (TSMclass)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>291.5</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annual survival rate estimation

For the estimation of annual and seasonal apparent survival rates from the life-encounter tables we used program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) through the RMark interface (function mark), Laake (2013) in R (ver. 3.0, R Core Team) and the package ‘marked’ in R (function crm), Laake et al. (2013). For the estimation of annual apparent survival (Φ) of adult knots, we used a Cormack–Jolly–Seber (CJS) model (Lebreton et al. 1992) in which the boundary between years was set at 15 July, a time when all nonbreeding juvenile red knots are present in the study area (Dietz et al. 2013).

Resighting (P) and apparent survival (Φ) probabilities were treated as functions of time since marking (TSM), with or without an additive effect of year (Table 2). We included the TSM effect with two classes – Φ1 and Φ2+ – to account for the bias of continuous capture and resighting efforts (see below). Time-dependent variation among years was compared with a time-independent and ‘full period dependence’ design (Table 2). Because of the primary interest in two time periods (during and after the period of mechanical cockle-dredging) in the ‘full period dependence’ we combined years of study into three periods: 1) the period of dredging (1999–2002) – ‘limitation period’, 2) the relaxation period (2003–2010), and 3) recent years (2011–2013). In the present analysis we do not consider estimates from the last period for the simple reason that terminal estimates of survival are usually biased when resighting rates are low (Rakhimberdiev unpubl. based on analysis of simulated data).

In order to test the third prediction (no change in annual apparent survival rate from time periods), we needed to test the difference between specifically the dredging and the relaxation period. Support for a difference was estimated by comparison of AIC weights of the two following models. The first has all three periods (dredging, relaxation and recent, model 2 in Table 2) and the second had first two periods combined (dredging-relaxation and recent, model 3 in Table 2). Model weights and 95% confidence intervals were corrected for overdispersion level of 1.11 (± 0.06 SE), estimated by a median c-hat test for the fully time-dependent model (model 1) in Table 2 in program MARK.

Exploratory analysis of seasonal survival rate

The otherwise straightforward capture–recapture analysis of seasonal survival was hindered by the following: 1) our continuous colour-marking and resighting efforts provided a direct violation of the instantaneous sampling period assumption in CJS and related models (Lebreton et al. 1992), 2) the resighting probabilities in our study were low, and 3) there are no distinct borders between seasons as knots remain in the Wadden Sea throughout the 10-month winter period. The issues of a continuous sampling and low recapture rates can cause biased estimates of demographic parameters...
we ran a set of models allowing specific comparisons. For the boundaries selected by the rolling-window approach, model comparison for the selected seasons were used then to test first and second predictions. These boundaries allowed us to determine the best boundaries between seasons by comparing the AICc. One out of 19 slices failed to converge in either MARK or package ‘marked’ was able to optimize models with ADMB optimization routine in MARK in some of the slices. As the estimate the model, we had to use the simulated annealing optimization routine as used for exploratory analysis of seasonal survival in populations that are continuously monitored. Capture and resighting occasions (the black stripes in the inner circle) are grouped by a moving border that creates two, six-month intervals (Season 1 and Season 2). A separate analysis is conducted for each border position. In the current analysis the border was shifted 10 d between slices, thus making 19 slices a year.

Environmental conditions in the Wadden Sea (weather, food and predation danger: Piersma 2012, Dietz et al. 2013) will vary continuously and gradually across the 9–10 months winter stay, such that there is no distinct border between ‘seasons’. If there were two distinct seasons the typical approach would be to pool captures and resightings per season (Hargrove and Borland 1994), but in case of continuous capture-recapture data, the date at which to put the boundary while pooling is arbitrary. We generalized the approach of Hargrove and Borland and introduced a rolling boundary between seasons to make pooled estimates in a rolling window with a length of six months (Fig. 2). The aim of the ‘rolling window approach’, which can be considered a special case of local regression (Cleveland 1979), was to explore the distribution of mortality within a year. We rolled two boundaries six month apart from each other with a step of 10 d that gives 19 possible positions of two seasons within a year, and consequently 19 slices to be analyzed. For each boundaries position, captures and resights were pooled and the following CJS model was estimated.

As for the annual survival model, for the seasonal survival model the same ‘full period dependence’ in apparent survival was used. In addition to three periods (limitation, relaxation and recent), the CJS model had two seasons and two TSM classes: $\Phi(\sim \text{TSMclass} \times \text{period} \times \text{season})$ $P(\sim \text{time})$. To estimate the model, we had to use the simulated annealing optimization routine in MARK in some of the slices. As the package ‘marked’ was able to optimize models with ADMB (Fournier et al. 2012), it was > 10 times faster than MARK. One out of 19 slices failed to converge in either MARK or ‘marked’ and was excluded from the results. The rolling window approach allowed us to determine the best boundaries between seasons by comparing the AICc. These boundaries were used then to test first and second predictions.

Model comparison for the selected seasons

For the boundaries selected by the rolling-window approach we ran a set of models allowing specific comparisons.
the relaxation period) was evaluated by the estimated evidence ratio of models with different parameters for dredging and relaxation periods for winter survival (see models A, B, C, D, and F in Table 3) over the rest of the models (E, G, and H). Note that ideally, relative variable importance should be estimated from the balanced set of models having equal amount of models with and without variable of interest (Burnham and Anderson 2002). In order to normalize estimated evidence ratios from our imbalanced set of models (5 versus 3), we divided the cumulative weights by the number of models to get an averaged weight per model

\[
\text{Evidence ratio} = \frac{\sum_{A,B,C,D,F} + \sum_{E,G,H} \times 3}{5}; \text{ Kittle et al. 2008).}
\]

The third prediction (higher summer apparent survival during dredging versus relaxation period) was tested in the same manner by dividing the sum of importance weights for models A, B, C, E, F by the sum of weights for D, G and H. Tests of some additional hypotheses may be done under the same framework. For example, we also estimated support for the hypotheses that apparent survival was different between winter and summer during a) dredging period

\[
\text{Evidence ratio} = \frac{\sum_{A,C,D,E,G} + \sum_{D,E,H} \times 3}{5}
\]

and b) relaxation period

\[
\text{Evidence ratio} = \frac{\sum_{A,B,D,E,G} + \sum_{C,F,H} \times 3}{5}.
\]

Results

Annual survival estimates

Mean annual resighting rate was 0.26 ± 0.01 yr⁻¹. The mean annual apparent survival of red knots was 0.81 ± 0.01 yr⁻¹ (mean ± SE, model 4, Table 2). However, as the fully time-dependent model had a weight of 0.87 (Table 2), there was overwhelming support for annual survival variation between years. During the limitation period (1999–2002) annual apparent survival was 0.85 ± 0.02 yr⁻¹ and during relaxation it became slightly lower 0.81 ± 0.01 yr⁻¹. This difference had almost no support in the data: ∆AICc between models 2 and 3 in Table 2 was only 0.66. Thus, our prediction that seasonal compensation masks food limitation was supported by data.

Seasonal survival estimates

The exploratory analysis with the rolling window approach showed that mortality of adult knots during the period of intense cockle-dredging was not evenly distributed over the year (Fig. 3). The six-month rolling average survival was highest from February to July, the time of year that includes two migration episodes and the breeding season. Survival was lowest in August–January. In the period after the mechanical cockle-dredging had stopped, seasonal survival rates became rather constant (Fig. 3). The selection of the best definition of season by AICc values of the fully period-dependent model highlighted the model with boundaries at 27 June and 27 December (note that these dates are boundaries for data pooling but at the same moment centres for the survival estimates by CJS model). The remaining analyses were carried out for the selected definition of seasons, which we will call 'summer' and 'winter'. All the models presented in Table 3 were run for these seasons and produced results shown in Table 4. Model averaged winter apparent survival during the cockle dredging was quite low (0.78 ± 0.04 yr⁻¹), as ‘seasonal survival’ we report half-year survival probabilities calculated on an annual basis) comparing to summer estimates (0.91 ± 0.03 yr⁻¹). During the relaxation period winter survival almost equalized with summer survival (0.81 ± 0.03 yr⁻¹ and 0.82 ± 0.03 yr⁻¹, respectively).

With an evidence ratio of 1.2, the first prediction, that during the limitation period apparent winter survival will be lower than during the relaxation period, could not be rejected. With the evidence ratio of 8.2, the second prediction, that during the limitation period seasonal compensation will lead to higher survival outside the limiting season, was actually highly supported by the data. Apparent survival also notably differed between seasons during the limitation period (evidence ratio of 5.4) and showed an absence of evidence for differences during the relaxation period (0.62).
Table 4. Models of seasonal apparent survival of islandica red knot. Note: see Table 3 for the model design explanation. Time since marking (TSM) class has two levels – ‘first year after marking’ and ‘other years’. The resighting probability was modelled as TSMclass + time. The results are adjusted for overdispersion of 1.057 (see ‘Analysis’). a Deviance = 3324.55; b Quasi corrected Akaike information criterion (QAICc) = 12073.21.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Δ deviance</th>
<th>Δ QAICc</th>
<th>Model weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + C)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + E)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + A)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + F)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + G)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + B)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + H)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϕ (~ TSMclass + D)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Notes on the rolling window approach

Despite low resighting rates, the rolling window approach that we applied converged for almost every slice. Larger sample sizes will improve the estimates for the time-independent model and will allow an estimation of a mixed effects model with year having a random effect on the survival that could be carried out either in MARK (Burnham and White 2002), ADMB (Fournier et al. 2012) or a Bayesian framework (Kéry and Schaub 2012). Due to the low resighting rates we were not able to estimate the parameters in such a mixed model. Also, ideally, seasonally changing survival should be estimated in one model rather than independently for each slice. Still, our approach provides a good exploratory tool for estimating seasonal survival rates from near-continuous data and might be considered as an important step of workflow followed by selection of the best positions of boundaries and their consequent use in the more detailed analysis.

Winter and summer density dependence

Van Gils et al. (2006) and Kraan et al. (2009) provided the arguments to show that mechanical cockle dredging in the western Dutch Wadden Sea reduced the extent of suitable intertidal feeding habitat, a loss which would have intensified competition for food and cause density-dependent responses. Our finding of a reduced apparent survival rate at the wintering grounds during this period is a quantitative confirmation that during food stock decline knot populations was limited during the winter season. Seasonal survival showed full compensation of strong winter density-dependent regulation by high survival in summer. The important point here is that compensation occurred with respect to survival, rather than with respect to the combination of survival and reproduction (Fig. 1). Also, in contrast with the apparent winter survival estimates (that might be lowered by emigration), summer survival estimates cannot be biased by immigration. An influx of unmarked animals does not affect estimates.

Where and when during February–July does density dependence operate? Boyd and Piersma (2001) studied the demography of knots wintering in the UK in 1969–1995 and proposed that away from the wintering areas density dependence may take place on three different occasions: 1) during fattening before the spring migration, 2) at the stopover sites during migration and 3) at the High Arctic breeding grounds. As red knots breed in very low densities over vast landscapes (see Boyd and Piersma 2001 for details), it is hard to believe that density-dependent mortality could occur at the breeding grounds. Survival compensations during the spring fuelling period seem much more likely. In the Wadden Sea, in early spring an important prey as Macoma balthica moves closer to the surface, thus becoming available for red knots after having been out of reach in winter (Zwarts and Wanink 1993, Piersma et al. 1994, de Goeij and Luttikhuizen 1998). Nevertheless, that knots may also be limited at migratory staging areas was documented for the rufa subspecies (Baker et al. 2004). Thus, we consider preparation for migration on the wintering areas and/or refuelling at staging sites to be candidate seasons where density-dependent mortality may compensate for loss of sufficient quality winter habitats.

Seasonal compensation by sequential density dependence in adult survival

The present estimates of the annual survival of islandica red knots (0.81 ± 0.01 yr⁻¹) did not differ between the limitation and relaxation periods. This means that despite the limitation, the birds were able to actively maintain annual survival rate. Also the rates are quite similar to earlier estimates of between 0.74 yr⁻¹ and 0.79 yr⁻¹ for birds wintering in UK in 1965–1995 (Boyd and Piersma 2001) and 0.82–0.89 yr⁻¹ for birds wintering in the Wadden Sea in 1998–2002 (Kraan et al. 2009, based on part of the dataset analysed here). The estimates are also close to the apparent adult survival estimate of 0.82 yr⁻¹ for a Mauritanian winter population of the canutus subspecies that migrates between breeding grounds in northern Siberia to winter in coastal wetlands in west Africa (Leyrer et al. 2013). This similarity of survival rates in different populations and subspecies under different challenges may suggest that similar mechanisms based on sequential density dependence may be involved. This immediately begs the question whether there are limits to such density-dependent compensation? In other words: are any negative changes in one part of the flyway always being compensated in the other parts? The amount of possible compensation by seasonal compensation has obvious limits. As annual survival is a product of summer and winter
survival \( (S_{\text{annual}} = S_{\text{summer}} \times S_{\text{winter}}) \) and as neither of the seasons could show survival over 1, in order to maintain annual survival, the survival in the limiting season cannot be lower than the annual survival. For example, let annual survival be 0.81. If winter survival would be less than 0.81, than summer survival should be greater than 1 to compensate towards the annual survival of 0.81.

**Sequential density dependence in a meta-population context**

*Islandica* red knots wintering in the Wadden Sea are in fact part of a large meta-population that includes birds wintering in the other parts of the Wadden Sea and also UK and France. Densities across wintering areas followed the ideal free distribution (IFD, Quaïtenné et al. 2011). Being globally optimal, IFD in meta-population may be reached by local demographic processes and/or movements (Křivan et al. 2008). These two processes are quite similar and complementary both in bringing a population to the global optimum (Cressman and Křivan 2006), and in being hard to distinguish from the perspective of data analysis. For the *islandica* knot, van Gils et al. (2006) suggested that a decrease in resighting rates and in the nonbreeding in the Dutch Wadden Sea was caused by either mortality or permanent emigration. Using a CJS model, Bijleveld et al. (2014) were able to distinguish between apparent survival (including permanent emigration) and temporary emigration, and showed that the observations of van Gils et al. were likely explained by temporary emigration of birds with small gizzards (this part of the digestive machinery is critical for foraging performance in the molluscivore shorebird, van Gils et al. 2003).

Theoretical considerations (Dolman and Sutherland 1995) indicated that the loss of one of several shared wintering sites may indeed be buffered by neighbouring areas. The rate in which a population will be able to rely on alternatives depends on how often individuals move between wintering sites (Cressman and Krivan 2006), on the cost of this movement (Cressman and Krivan 2006) and on the flexibility of the movement routines (Dolman and Sutherland 1995, Piersma 2011, Verkuil et al. 2012). *Islandica* knots seem to keep relatively strong connections even between remote wintering sites (from 3048 colour-marked birds 40 were seen the same season in both the UK and the Wadden Sea), and to incur relatively low cost for these movements (Quaïtenné et al. 2011), so they are likely to adapt fast to the specific changes at some parts of the wintering area. Generally, being part of a geographically extended meta-population has helped red knot through the bad times in the Dutch Wadden Sea and could help other species with similar multiple ‘density-dependent process areas’ to cope with rapidly changing ecological conditions.

**Decline despite compensation?**

Why did the locally wintering knot population show a decline during a period of food shortage in the Dutch Wadden Sea (Kraan et al. 2009), while in these years overall annual survival was the same as during the recovery? We see three possible explanations here: 1) temporal emigration, 2) low reproduction or 3) low juvenile to adult survival. We have discussed above that knots could temporarily emigrate from the Wadden Sea to other wintering sites and come back during the relaxation period (note that the CJS model will accounts for such temporal emigration by lowering estimated resighting rate, providing thus an unbiased estimate of survival). A second possible reason for the unexplained decline in the population numbers is a decline in reproduction or juvenile survival (Fig. 1). If there are cross-seasonal trade-offs between current reproduction and subsequent survival (i.e. carry-over effects), reproduction efforts may be reduced after a harsh winter to ensure survival. A third possibility is that density-dependent mortality in winter operates jointly on juveniles and adults, but involves juveniles to a greater extent. In knots, juveniles are out-competed by adults (van den Hout et al. 2014) and thus could suffer high mortality during the winter. Unfortunately, a lack of counts of juveniles makes it currently impossible to investigate these last two hypotheses.

**Evolution of seasonal survival patterns**

One of the striking results of this study is that during the relaxation period we observed a flattening of the seasonal adult survival curve. This is in concordance with findings for relaxed (under equilibrium) populations, such as greater snow geese Chen caerulescens atlantica (Gauthier et al. 2001) and European spoonbills Platalea leucorodia (Lok et al. 2013). Following Carlson et al. (2008), we suggest that evenly distributed annual mortality might in fact be a general pattern for an adapted population at equilibrium. This is because any excess (seasonal) mortality will cause directional selection towards the minimization of that excess. To illustrate this point, we plotted population size against time of the year (Fig. 4A) and then introduced a new disturbance: a season \( t_1 \) with an increased mortality rate (Fig. 4B). This disturbance created two stabilizing forces that would help the population to adapt to the changed environment. The first force (‘current pressure’) is a direct function of differential mortality, as an increase in mortality will encourage adaptive responsiveness independent of density-dependent or independent mortality sources by means of phenotypic adjustments at the level of physiology (Boyce 1979), bodily constitution and behaviour (Piersma and van Gils 2011), and/or distribution (Dolman and Sutherland 1995, Rakhimberdiev et al. 2011). The second force (‘released pressure’) is a consequence of released density dependence after the peak mortality event – seasonal compensation (Boyce et al. 1999). At \( t_2 \) density becomes low, making density-dependent mortality and selection pressures also low. Lowered selection pressure at \( t_2 \) may facilitate adaptation at \( t_1 \) if the released adaptation potential at \( t_2 \) can be used at \( t_1 \) (obviously, due to cyclic character of seasons, \( t_1 \) both follows and precedes \( t_2 \)). Thus, the proposed evolutionary forces will smooth out the mortality effects of the harsh season. If specific unsolvable trade-offs in survival between seasons do not occur, they might even equalize adult mortality completely.

Our results, together with such an evolutionary perspective, challenge the idea that each population has its maximum mortality during a particular part of year, the so-called ‘bottleneck’ season (Piersma 2002, Buehler and Piersma
2008). Instead, we now argue that, rather than occurring in an (ecologically determined) fixed part of the season, survival bottlenecks might arise from environmental change. A bottleneck temporarily concentrates mortality at a changed place and/or time. Being at least partially differential, the mortality will intensify natural selection. In absence of specific trade-offs the forces of natural selection should wane when the population reaches a state of adjustment. Thus, a bottleneck should be re-defined as a temporary change in mortality rate during the annual cycle in a population enforcing adjustments to changed environmental conditions.

Conclusion

Sequential density dependence in local survival and the apparently low costs of emigration allowed the *Calidris canutus islandica* red knots wintering in the Dutch Wadden Sea to overcome a critical phase of human habitat overexploitation by moving away to other areas in north-western Europe. This means that at this spatial scale the alternative areas had enough habitat of sufficient quality, red knots were flexible enough, and that at the time the *islandica* knot population must have been below overall carrying capacity. Sequential density dependence might thus buffer the effects of some environmental limitations but only up to some level. Measures of annual apparent survival are likely to be smoothed by seasonal compensation and thus are much less efficient as an early warning signal than seasonal survival measurements.
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